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GREEK CAMPAIGN 
 

Trooper Lewis Raymond Horscroft, Divisional Cavalry Regiment, 2NZEF 
 

From Wikipedia: the following extract refers to ‘Divisional Cavalry Regiment (NZ)’: 

Greece 

In early March 1941, the 2nd New Zealand Division (including the Divisional Cavalry) was earmarked for W 
Force, the British Commonwealth force sent to Greece to bolster its defence against imminent German 
invasion. The regiment embarked for Greece on 18 March 1941 on the Greek ship Ionia, with its vehicles 
aboard the cargo ship Anglo-Canadian. The ships arrived at Piraeus on 21 March and the troops stayed at the 
transit camp at Kifisia - (Archivist’s Note:  including Trooper Lew Horscroft, now transferred to HQ 
Squadron). 

    
 

          SS Ionia            SS Anglo-Canadian 

The regiment advanced northward, reaching its position on the Aliakmon Line near Katerini on 26 March. Its 
mission was to destroy the Aliakmon River bridges, delaying the German advance. E Troop of the 5th Field 
Regiment and O Troop of the 7th Anti-Tank Regiment were attached to the regiment.  

 

 
 

Positions of the New Zealand Division on the Aliakmon Line, 5 April 1941 
(Lewis should have been with HQ Squadron – not clear exactly where) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battle_of_Greece
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battle_of_Greece
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Piraeus
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kifisia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Katerini
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aliakmon_River
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:NZ_Division_positions_Aliakmon.png
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On 4 April, the Regiment sent two troops of Marmon-Harrington armoured cars to reinforce the British 1st 
Armoured Brigade on the Macedonian plain; in exchange, the regiment received seven (A10 type) cruiser 
tanks.  The two troops withdrew with the 1st Armoured Brigade when it retreated on 8 April and reached 
Perdikkas by the following day.  The regiment and E Troop, 5th Field Regiment, were the only units left on the 
plain between Mount Olympus and the Aliakmon on 8 April.  The next day, A Squadron demolished the main 
bridge across the Aliakmon, after the 1st Armoured Brigade had withdrawn southward. 

  

       

Marmon-Herrington armoured cars as used by the Regiment during its time in Greece 

 

     

       A10 Cruiser Tank in favourable conditions        A10 Cruiser Tank in Greece after battle damage 
     (see Jock Watt’s Archive for all A10 details)       (German Bundesarchiv propaganda photograph) 
 

German forces reached the regimental positions on 12 April; the following day, their attempts to cross the river 
in assault boats were repulsed.  During the evening, the regiment disengaged and fell back to Kolindros; it was 
attacked by German tanks and infantry on 14 April.  Boys anti-tank rifles were useless against the German 
tanks, although Bren gun fire was effective against the German infantry.  When its positions were flanked by 
tanks, the regiment retreated to Olympus Pass and was ordered to take up positions at Deskati Pass as 
a rearguard.  The pass, a possible withdrawal route for the 1st Armoured Brigade, was reached on 15 April. 
On the 17th, division commander Major General Bernard Freyberg dispersed the regiment to screen the rear 
of his retreating troops.  The next day, A and C Squadrons withdrew from Olympus Pass and 
Eleftherochorion after a German tank attack.  B Squadron fought a rear-guard action at Tempe, retreating 
down the Volos road and losing several carriers. 

  

The regiment, reunited on the Volos road, retreated to the Thermopylae Line.  On 21 April it was ordered to 
patrol Euboea but its vehicles were too badly damaged to do so.  The regiment, less A Squadron, was 
instructed instead to screen Kriekouki under Lieutenant Colonel Clifton, to cover the retreat of the 4th NZ 
Brigade;  A Squadron was detached to screen the withdrawal of the 1st Armoured Brigade at Chalkis.  By the 
evening of 25 April, Div Cav had fulfilled its mission and retreated beyond the village of Mazi.   

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1st_Armoured_Brigade_(United_Kingdom)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1st_Armoured_Brigade_(United_Kingdom)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Perdikkas,_Kozani
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mount_Olympus
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:NZ_Divisional_Cavalry_armored_car_Greece.jpeg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kolindros
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Boys_anti-tank_rifle
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deskati
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rearguard
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bernard_Freyberg,_1st_Baron_Freyberg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Palaio_Eleftherochori
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vale_of_Tempe
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Volos
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thermopylae
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Euboea
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Erythres
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/4th_Infantry_Brigade_(New_Zealand)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/4th_Infantry_Brigade_(New_Zealand)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chalkis
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In the evening, C Squadron Div Cav was ordered to guard the Corinth Canal bridge; A Squadron retreated 
with the 1st Armoured Brigade to Malakasa, then  A and B Squadrons retreated to Rafina Beach, embarking 
on the supply ship Glengyle.  One hundred and fifty men from the Regiment were left behind and were taken 
out by HMS Havock on the night of 27 April.  

 

 

 

 

Archivist’s Note: According to the map and the paragraph above it, C Squadron Div Cav were 
deployed to guard the Corinth Canal and its combined road-rail bridge.  No mention is made of HQ Squadron 
or its whereabouts.  A and B Squadrons were indeed successfully evacuated from Porto Rafti and Rafina. 

“Less fortunate were the men from C Squadron Divisional Cavalry Regiment who had managed to cross the 
hills from the Corinth Canal area (to the designated embarkation port of Navplion). Sent to the tail of a long 
column ‘with a half-promise that there might be some room in a ship’, they had almost reached the water's 
edge when embarkation stopped and they were once again left to their own resources.”   

This sounds more like the fate of Trooper Horscroft – but it is the wrong Squadron.  The crucial question is – 
where exactly was he captured?  In the heat and confusion of battle (and withdrawal) did he lose touch with 
HQ Squadron and attach himself to C Squadron? 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Corinth_Canal
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Malakasa
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rafina
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=MS_Glengyle_(1939)&action=edit&redlink=1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HMS_Havock_(H43)
http://nzetc.victoria.ac.nz/tm/scholarly/name-001158.html
http://nzetc.victoria.ac.nz/tm/scholarly/name-003246.html
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Immediately Before and After Blowing the Vital Bridge: 

 

 
 

You can’t get much more authentic on-the-spot evidence than these aerial photographs – taken at 
06:59 on the morning of the assault (the bridge still intact).  On the deployment map (above) the 

Divisional Cavalry are shown directly to the south-west of the bridge (under the map key perhaps). 
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Photo taken at 07:01 26 April (bridge just been demolished - smoke drifting to north-west). 
 

“C Squadron, caught in the German airborne paratroop attack on Corinth, was forced to abandon its vehicles. 
It marched to Nafplion for embarkation but the ship they were scheduled to board was full and the squadron 
instead set off for Crete in caïques.”  

Archivist’s Note: Lew Horscroft was captured at a location unknown, officially recorded in his Service 
and/or Red Cross documents as being on May 4th 1941, 5 days after the official surrender of all Allied forces.  
If the date is correct (and not a retrospective International Red Cross administrative convenience) he would 
have been evading capture somewhere in the Peloponnese countryside, possibly with fellow evaders, 
possibly with help from friendly locals, or possibly just on his own.  However, see the following comment from 
the Divisional Cavalry historian.  What is the real truth? 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nafplion
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ca%C3%AFque
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From Div Cav Historian: 
 
“In addition to (Lew Horscroft), Blenkinsop (NZ Tpr Stalag 18a), Carter, Coe, Elliott, Harding (NZ Tpr Stalag 
18a), Hill, Jackson, Lane, Olivere, Berryman (NZ Tpr Stalag 18a), Fearon (NZ Tpr Stalag 18a), Hammond (NZ 
Tpr Stalag 18a), Phillips (NZ Tpr Stalag 18a), Read, Richards, and Stonyer (NZ Tpr Stalag 18a) were all 
captured in Greece. That confirms to me that Lew and these boys were taken at Kalamata, along with other 
Reinforcements on or about April 30, 1941.” (Archivist – the official surrender was 29th April). 
 
4.May.41 Posted ‘Captured Greece’ (according to International Red Cross Archives)* 

18.May.41  Posted ‘Missing’ (according to Army Records)* 

 

Archivist’s Note: *It is highly likely that these two “May ‘41” records were confirmed at the hastily 
established Prisoner of War holding camps set up in and around Corinth, including old Greek Army barracks, 
and collectively known as Dulag 185.  After a few weeks of malnutrition and poor hygiene at Corinth, Lew and 
his fellow PoWs would have been transferred to a similar camp in Saloniki, then the 5-day horror cattle-truck 
journey north to Stalag XVIIIA at Wolfsberg in south-east Austria. 


